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Proud: The Story of James Brown
128 pages © 2013 .........978-1-59935-374-6

From his involvement in the civil rights movement during the 1960s to his
tour of Vietnam in 1968, Brown was committed to making a better world.
His climb to success, however, was never easy, and even as one of the most
successful entertainers in America, Brown often lived a turbulent life. Over
the course of his lifetime, he would be arrested multiple times and even serve
time in prison.

Proud: The Story of James Brown follows the artistic peaks and personal
tragedies of one of the most important and influential musical voices of the
contemporary era. Through a career that extended for fifty years, James
Brown left a legacy that continues to impact popular music today.

Leonard Bernstein and
American Music
128 pages © 2013 ....... 978-1-59935-125-4

Ronald D. Lankford, Jr. is an independent scholar, currently finishing a book
about American Christmas songs for the University Press of Florida. He has
written two other books: Women Singer-Songwriters in Rock (2010) and Folk
Music USA (2005). Lankford lives with his wife, Elizabeth, and nine cats in
Appomattox, Virginia.
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Proud: The Story of James Brown

Born into poverty in Barnwell, South Carolina during the 1930s, James
Brown was determined to rise above his circumstances. With little parental
care and no more than a seventh grade education, Brown found his true
calling in music. At first Brown sang the gospel that he had learned in church
as a boy, but later he joined a vocal group called the Avons that sang R&B.
Eventually Brown struck out on his own, creating one of the most dynamic
live shows in America during the 1960s and creating a body of work that
continues to influence rap and hip-hop.
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SET INCLUDES SIX TITLES
Complete Set............................................
$173.70
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REVIEW
“Reef zips through his multifaceted life, writing
with facility and economy in this engaging
biography. Through a blend of musical and
descriptive language, evocative passages on
music provide an important context for
understanding the man.”
—School Library Journal on Leonard Bernstein and
American Music

REVIEW
“The writing is
clear with good
background and
detailed descriptions
of the cultural
context in which
Brown performed. . .
. Music lovers will see
beyond James Brown,
flashy performer, to
the innovator and
musical trailblazer who
continues to inspire
popular entertainers
today.” —School Library

Journal on Proud: The
Story of James Brown
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